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David Marr (1945-1980)
• Ph.D. in theoretical neuroscience, Cambridge, 1969
• Models of the cerebellum (1969), neocortex (1970), 

hippocampus (1971)

• Joined MIT AI Lab in 1973, became professor of 
psychology in 1977
• Stereo algorithms (with Tommaso Poggio), 1976-79
• 3D object representation (with Keith Nishihara), 1978
• Edge detection (with Ellen Hildreth), 1980 

Bio

http://kybele.psych.cornell.edu/~edelman/marr/marr.html


Marr’s Vision
• Posthumous book: Vision: A Computational 

Investigation into the Human Representation and 
Processing of Visual Information (1982)

Full text

http://lolita.unice.fr/~scheer/cogsci/Marr%2082%20-%20Vision.pdf
https://people.ciirc.cvut.cz/~hlavac/pub/MiscTextForStudents/1982MarrDavidVisionBook.pdf


Marr’s motivation (ch. 1)
• Vision is hard



Marr’s motivation (ch. 1)
• Vision is hard
• We may not be able to figure out the right solution right away, but at 

least we should start by establishing a sound methodology
• Marr explicitly considered and rejected low-level neurophysiology, empirical 

“hacking”, and blocks world simplification

Yakimovsky & Feldman (1973)

Roberts (1963)Hubel & Wiesel (1959)
(source)

https://neurobiology.joshstevens.kscopen.org/uncategorized/david-h-hubel/


Towards an information processing theory of vision



Computational theory description of vision
• What should be the goal of vision?
• “Vision is a process that produces from images of the external world a description that 

is useful to the viewer and not cluttered with irrelevant information.” 
• What should be the input?
• “In the case of human vision, the initial representation is in no doubt – it consists of 

arrays of image intensity values as detected by the photoreceptors in the retina.” 
• What should be the output?
• ”[The purpose of vision is] building a description of the shapes and positions of things 

from images… It also tells about the illumination and about the reflectances of the 
surfaces that make the shapes – their brightnesses and colors and visual textures – and 
about their motion. But these things seemed secondary; they could be hung off a 
theory in which the main job of vision was to derive a representation of shape.”



Proposed algorithmic pipeline

Image source

http://www.doc.gold.ac.uk/~mas02fl/MSC101/Vision/Marr.html


So, what’s the big deal?
• Marr’s book was a major milestone
• Critical summary of key developments in study of human and computer vision to date
• Unprecedented attempt at a unified account of the entire visual system

• Computational framework was very appealing to computer vision researchers 
from a “software engineering” perspective
• Abstraction, modularity, feedforward pipeline

• Theories meshed well with the dominant computer vision paradigms
• Vision as “inverse graphics” or “inverse optics” 
• Emphasis on recovery of general-purpose 3D representations composed of simple 

geometric primitives
• Convenient division of vision problems into “low-level”, “mid-level”, and “high-level”

Special issue dedicated to Marr: Perception 41(9), 2012

https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/peca/41/9


What about the bad stuff?
• None of the particulars of Marr’s approach have panned out either on the 

human or the computer vision side



What about the bad stuff?
• None of the particulars of Marr’s approach have panned out either on the 

human or the computer vision side
• Principles of modularity and feedforward processing don’t hold for human 

vision
• P. Churchland, V.S. Ramachandran, and T. Sejnowski, A critique of pure vision, 1994

• Humans do not recover veridical, task-independent 3D representations
• W. Warren, Does This Computational Theory Solve the Right Problem? Marr, Gibson, 

and the Goal of Vision, Perception 41(9), 2012

• Marr dismissed statistical approaches, did not even consider learning
• Even the goals, inputs, and outputs of a vision system are very much open to 

debate (as discussed next)

https://papers.cnl.salk.edu/PDFs/A%20Critique%20of%20Pure%20Vision%201994-2933.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p7327


James Jerome Gibson (1904-1979)
• Ph.D. in psychology, Princeton, 1928
• Taught at Smith college, served in the Aviation 

Psychology Program during WWII, then taught at 
Cornell
• Books:
• The Perception of the Visual World (1950)
• The Sense Considered as Perceptual Systems (1966)
• The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1979)

Bio

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_J._Gibson


“Ecological optics” doctrine

• Perception must be studied in the context of an organism’s 
environment and biological function
• “To perceive is to be aware of the surfaces of the environment and oneself in 

it… The full awareness of surfaces includes their layout, their substances, 
their events, and their affordances.”

• Perception is embodied and active, its key goal is control of behavior
• To understand perception, one must use ecological physics (optics, 

geometry, etc.), i.e., concepts for understanding the environments of 
animals and people that are relevant for behavior
• E.g., absolute space and time are ecologically meaningless

(Based on The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception, 1979)



“Ecological optics” doctrine (cont.)
• Percetion starts not with the “retinal image”, but with the ambient 

optic array
• Gibson regards “retinal image” as a harmful fiction. This image (if it even 

exists) changes constantly, whereas our awareness of the visual world is 
stable and unchanging
• “To be an array means to have an arrangement, and to be ambient at a point 

means to surround a position in the environment that could be occupied by 
an observer.”
• The ambient optic array is structured into nested components corresponding 

to distinct parts of the environment (roughly speaking, “objects”)



Source: S. Palmer, 
Vision Science

https://mitpress.mit.edu/9780262161831/vision-science/


“Ecological optics” doctrine (cont.)
• Percetion starts not with the “retinal image”, but with the ambient 

optic array
• Perception happens by direct information pickup, or “the concurrent 

registering of both persistence and change in the flow of structured 
stimulation”
• “Direct” means not mediated by information processing or internal 

representations: “The perceptual system simply extracts the invariants from 
the flowing array; it resonates to the invariant structure or is attuned to it”

• For an active observer, perception is mostly unambiguous
• Gibson views the case of “monocular arrested vision” as “unnatural” and 

dismisses illusions that arise from it



Affordances
• The goal of perception is providing the agent with information 

relevant for control of behavior, encapsulated in affordances
• “The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it 

provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the 
dictionary, but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up.”

“throwable”

“sittable-upon”

“drinkable-from”

Source: S. Palmer via A. Efros



Affordances
• The goal of perception is providing the agent with information 

relevant for control of behavior, encapsulated in affordances
• “The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it 

provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the 
dictionary, but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up.”

• Affordances are intrinsic invariants that can be had by any feature of 
the environment (place, object, surface, substance, or event)
• “A fire affords warmth on a cold night; it also affords being burnt. An 

approaching object affords either contact without collision or contact with 
collision; a tossed apple is one thing, but a missile is another. For one of our 
early ancestors, an approaching rabbit afforded eating whereas an 
approaching tiger afforded being eaten.”



Perception of affordances vs. categorization
• “The perceiving of an affordance is not a process of perceiving a 

value-free physical object to which meaning is somehow added in a 
way that no one has been able to agree upon; it is a process of 
perceiving a value-rich ecological object.”
• “The theory of affordances rescues us from the philosophical muddle 

of assuming fixed classes of objects, each defined by its common 
features and then given a name… You do not have to classify and 
label things in order to perceive what they afford.”



Are affordances all we need?



Affordances in computer vision

Nagarajan et al. (2019)Gupta et al. (2011)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.04583.pdf
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5995448


Gibson: What’s the big deal?
• Emphasized the role of an active, embodied observer, and aspects of 

environment relevant for behavior
• Warned of limitations of “snapshot vision” 
• Attached primary importance to motion and control
• Pointed out that recovery of persistence and change, or world and observer, 

are two sides of the same coin
• Direct perception is not a completely crazy idea: In many cases, cues 

relevant for action can indeed be perceived without going through a 
full general-purpose visual pipeline
• Concept of affordances proved very influential



Gibson’s legacy
• Same with his ideas about active perception and control
• S. Soatto, Actionable information in vision, 2010
• F. Xia et al., Gibson Env: Real-World Perception for Embodied Agents, CVPR 2018 

“We must perceive in order to move, 
but we must also move in order to 
perceive” – J. J. Gibson

http://www.vision.cs.ucla.edu/papers/soatto09TR.pdf
http://gibsonenv.stanford.edu/


What about the bad stuff?
• Gibson completely rejected questions of representation and 

information processing
• According to Marr, Gibson was “misled by the apparent simplicity of 

the act of seeing” and seriously underestimated the complexity of 
extracting invariants
• Viewed perception as primarily a function of the environment and 

downplayed the role of the observer
• Paid only cursory lip service to learning



Jan Johan Koenderink (b. 1943)
• Ph.D. 1972, Utrecht University
• Professor of physics and astronomy at Utrecht University, 

1978-2008
• Contributions (many with Andrea van Doorn)

• Motion and optical flow (1975, 1976)
• Stereopsis (1976)
• Aspect graphs (1976, 1979)
• Scale space theory (1984)
• Properties of smooth 3D shapes and 2D contours (1982, 1984, 1992)
• Affine structure from motion (1991)
• Local grayvalue invariants (1987, 1994)
• 3D shape perception (1992, 1993, 1996)
• Surface reflectance (1983, 1998, 1999)
• Perception and art (2015)

Bio

Andrea van Doorn

http://courses.daiict.ac.in/pluginfile.php/12857/mod_resource/content/0/References/koenderink1984.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p110129?id=p110129
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p130321
https://forums.fast.ai/uploads/default/original/2X/a/a4ef2b9b5d71c83ff887680800b0b58feae42d35.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8b77/030426b39ddb083e5a729f7f2bbaaae37cdb.pdf
http://www-prima.inrialpes.fr/perso/Tran/Documents/Articles/Divers/koenderink87.pdf
http://mate.tue.nl/mate/pdfs/5165.pdf
3D%20shape%20perception%20(1992)
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.3758/BF03211750.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Joseph_Lappin/publication/284285321_Shape_constancy_in_pictorial_relief/links/5b929035a6fdccfd54211658/Shape-constancy-in-pictorial-relief.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/54351346/AO.37.00013020170906-2393-5cy4vm.pdf?response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DDiffuse_and_Specular_Reflectance_from_Ro.pdf&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A%2F20200110%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200110T211453Z&X-Amz-Expires=3600&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=4a6decb5ed5fd1854723c0006703b7a19987367248619f1c4a65d886040049d4
https://academiccommons.columbia.edu/doi/10.7916/D8PG23TT/download
http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/oxford/Koenderink-Perceptual_organization_in_visual_art.pdf
https://www.visionsciences.org/2017-ken-nakayama-medal/


2D contour and 3D shape

J. Koenderink. What does the occluding contour tell us about solid shape? Perception 13 (321-330), 1984

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p130321


2D contour and 3D shape

J. Koenderink. What does the occluding contour tell us about solid shape? Perception 13 (321-330), 1984

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p130321


2D contour and 3D shape

J. Koenderink. What does the occluding contour tell us about solid shape? Perception 13 (321-330), 1984

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/p130321


J. Koenderink and A. van Doorn, The structure of locally orderless images, IJCV 31 (159-168), 1999

Locally orderless images

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.18.5355&rep=rep1&type=pdf


J. Koenderink and A. van Doorn, The structure of locally orderless images, IJCV 31 (159-168), 1999

Locally orderless images

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.18.5355&rep=rep1&type=pdf


Books

1991 2010

See also: E-Books

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/


Koenderink: What’s the big deal?
• Style of work is that of a mathematical theorist of perception, 

starting with some visual phenomenon and creating an elegant 
mathematical formalization to describe it
• Some of these formalizations have been quite influential and even 

useful when translated into more accessible terms and suitably 
operationalized
• Research is guided by a strong sense of taste and aesthetics



A grand theory of perception?

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

https://gestaltrevision.be/storage/files/1/resources/clootcrans/2019_Sentience.pdf


A grand theory of perception?
• Heavily influenced by Jakob von Uexküll
• German biologist, 1864-1944

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jakob_Johann_von_Uexk%C3%BCll
https://gestaltrevision.be/storage/files/1/resources/clootcrans/2019_Sentience.pdf


Sensory-action worlds
• Each organism has its own umwelt or “surrounding world”
• This is the organism’s sensory and action world. It is determined by biology 

“bounds the universe from the perspective of the animal”

Source: Koenderink's slidesJ. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Umwelts.pdf
https://gestaltrevision.be/storage/files/1/resources/clootcrans/2019_Sentience.pdf


Sensory-action worlds
• Each organism has its own umwelt or “surrounding world”
• This is the organism’s sensory and action world. It is determined by biology 

“bounds the universe from the perspective of the animal”

Source: Koenderink's slidesJ. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Umwelts.pdf
https://gestaltrevision.be/storage/files/1/resources/clootcrans/2019_Sentience.pdf


The AI viewpoint

Figure from Russell & Norvig

http://aima.cs.berkeley.edu/


Sensory-action worlds
• Each organism has its own umwelt or “surrounding world”
• This is the organism’s sensory and action world. It is determined by biology 

“bounds the universe from the perspective of the animal”
• Absolute time and space don’t exist from the organism’s point of view
• Gibson had a similar idea, but he still implicitly assumed a “God’s eye” view 

that Koenderink rules out

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf


Perception-action cycles

Figures from von Uexküll’s Theoretische Biologie, 1920



The AI viewpoint
Reflex agent

• Consider how the world IS

• Choose action based only on 
current percept 

• Do not consider the future 
consequences of actions

Predictive agent

• Consider how the world WOULD BE

• Decisions based on (hypothesized) 
consequences of actions

• Must have a model of how the world 
evolves in response to actions

Sources: D. Klein, P. Abbeel, my AI slides



J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

Sensorimotor feedback loop

Figure from von Uexküll’s Theoretische Biologie, 1920

Input from the world

Action to affect the world

Feedback 
about the 

action

“Inner world” of the 
agent or interface 
between the agent 
and the world

The world itself no 
longer matters!

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf


The awareness “hypothesis”
• The “new loop” is the source of the organism’s sentience or awareness
• In particular, discrepancies between the predictions of the feedback mechanism 

and the observed state of the world generate “sparks of awareness” (a view 
held by Erwin Schrödinger)

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019 Source: Koenderink's slides

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf
http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Umwelts.pdf


Connection: Curiosity-based 
exploration

Prediction

Reality

Source: D. Pathak et al. (via A. Efros)

D. Pathak et al. Curiosity-driven Exploration by Self-supervised Prediction.
ICML 2017

https://pathak22.github.io/noreward-rl/
https://pathak22.github.io/noreward-rl/


Interface theory of perception
• The “new loop” creates a complete interface between the organism 

and the world. The organism does not experience the world in any 
other way except through this interface

• However, the world is still perceived as being “out there” and it can still kill us

D. Hoffman, The interface theory of perception, Object Categorization: Computer and Human Vision Perspectives, 2009

See also https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-evolutionary-argument-against-reality-20160421/

http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/~ddhoff/interface.pdf
https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-evolutionary-argument-against-reality-20160421/


Interface theory of perception
• Conventional view
• Principle of Faithful Depiction: A primary goal of perception is to recover, or 

estimate, objective properties of the physical world. A primary goal of 
perceptual categorization is to recover, or estimate, the objective statistical 
structure of the physical world.
• Palmer: “Evolutionarily speaking, visual perception is useful only if it is 

reasonably accurate. Indeed, vision is useful precisely because it is so 
accurate. By and large, what you see is what you get.”

• Interface theory
• “The error in this argument is fundamental: Natural selection optimizes 

fitness, not veridicality.”
• Bayes' Circle: We can only see the world through our posteriors. When we 

measure priors and likelihoods in the world, our measurements are 
necessarily filtered through our posteriors. Using our measurements of priors 
and likelihoods to justify our posteriors thus leads to a vicious circle.

D. Hoffman, The interface theory of perception, Object Categorization: Computer and Human Vision Perspectives, 2009 Source: A. Efros

http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/~ddhoff/interface.pdf


Non-veridicality of perception
• Perception evolved not to produce “accurate” representations of the 

world, but to further organisms’ fitness 
• It is easy to “hack” many organisms with supernormal stimuli

Source

(Wikipedia)

http://www.stuartmcmillen.com/comic/supernormal-stimuli/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernormal_stimulus


Non-veridicality of perception
• Perception evolved not to produce “accurate” representations of the 

world, but to further organisms’ fitness 
• It is easy to “hack” many organisms with supernormal stimuli

A. Nguyen, J. Yosinski, J. Clune, Deep Neural Networks are Easily Fooled: High Confidence 
Predictions for Unrecognizable Images, CVPR 2015

Supernormal 
stimuli for neural 
networks?

https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_cvpr_2015/papers/Nguyen_Deep_Neural_Networks_2015_CVPR_paper.pdf


Interface theory of perception

D. Hoffman, The interface theory of perception, Object Categorization: Computer and Human Vision Perspectives, 2009 Source: A. Efros

•Reconstruction Thesis: Perception reconstructs
certain properties and categories of the objective 
world.

•Construction Thesis: Perception constructs
the properties and categories of an organism's 
perceptual world.

http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/~ddhoff/interface.pdf


J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

The process of perception
• Perception is a fundamentally active, creative process that generates 

theories about the world based on sensory input and retains the 
theory that best fits the input

Source: Koenderink's slides

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf
http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Umwelts.pdf


J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

The process of perception
• Perception is a fundamentally active, creative process that generates 

theories about the world based on sensory input and retains the 
theory that best fits the input
• Contrary to Marr, perception is most definitely not “inverse optics”
• Contrary to Gibson, perception is not a function primarily of the environment. 

It can frequently be ambiguous and is heavily driven by the organism’s goals, 
desires, and internal state

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf


Perception as controlled hallucination

Video by Antonio Torralba (starring Rob Fergus)



But actually…

Video by Antonio Torralba (starring Rob Fergus)



Implications
• “Perceptual organization” cannot be primarily a bottom-up process 

as Marr saw it

Figure from Marr



Implications
• “Perceptual organization” cannot be primarily a bottom-up process 

as Marr saw it
• Koenderink: “Edges are imposed, not detected”



What about recognition?
• Koenderink agrees with Gibson that “object categories” don’t make sense



What about recognition?
• Koenderink agrees with Gibson that “object categories” don’t make sense

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf


What about recognition?
• At best, categories are “bundles of cues 

that play a role in actions”
• Similar to Gibson’s affordances but to 

Koenderink, there is no such thing as an 
intrinsic affordance

J. Koenderink, Sentience, 2019

http://www.gestaltrevision.be/pdfs/koenderink/Sentience.pdf


Summary
• Marr, Gibson, and Koenderink all asked about the nature of vision and 

came up with different answers

“Vision is a computational 
process that transforms the 
retinal image into an objective 
representation of 3D shape.”

“There is no computation. There is no retinal 
image. There are no representations. There is 
no 3D shape. There is only direct pickup of 
ecologically relevant variants and invariants. 
Vision is in the world, not the observer.”

“There is no objective world, only 
the observer’s umwelt. Thus, 
vision cannot be in the world but 
is a creative act of the observer.”



Take-aways?
• The time may be right to take on the “crazier” ideas of Gibson and 

Koenderink
• We need to study embodied vision
• We need to build models with feedback
• We need to focus on “ecologically meaningful” tasks 

(and object classification is most likely not it)
• We need to integrate discriminative and generative models


